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Why do we need digital preservation?
Why do we need digital preservation for research data?

• We can’t ignore digital preservation – moving targets for data retention mean we need to take this seriously
• Funder requirements around retention:
  – **NERC** - data should be retained for a minimum of 10 years but for projects of major importance this may need to be 20 years or longer
  – **STFC** - expect data to be retained for a minimum of 10 years and data that cannot be re-measured should be retained indefinitely
  – **Wellcome Trust** – expect data to be kept for a minimum of 10 years but suggest longer periods for certain types of data
Why do we need digital preservation for research data?

University of York RDM questionnaire 2013

• Which data management issues have you come across in your research over the last five years?
  – “Inability to read files in old software formats on old media or because of expired software licences”
  – 24% of 181 researchers who answered this question admitted this had been a problem for them
What services would you like us to provide to help you manage and re-use your research data?
This is my research data!

- Obsolete media
- No documentation
- Data not accessible
Cryptic names

Poorly organised

Missing information about software

Backwards compatibility not assured
Most universities have a place to store data. The researcher gives data to the repository. Access to the research data via the repository interface.

This is the real gap:

- The researcher
- The repository ingests the data
- Most universities have a place to store data

Data reuse will happen here:

- Access to the research data via the repository interface
Visible v. invisible

Figure 4-1: OAIS Functional Entities
Where to start?
...but we do need a pragmatic approach

Parsimonious preservation: preventing pointless processes!
(The small simple steps that take digital preservation a long way forward)

Tim Gollins
Head of Digital Preservation, The National Archives, UK

Abstract
While there are many and varied threats to the successful curation of digital material, the impression given by the current generation of digital preservation systems and by much of the “received wisdom” in the digital preservation community is that imminent technological (software/data format) obsolescence is the primary threat. This gives rise to the belief that the only way to successfully start doing digital preservation is to invest in a technically complex, expensive, and difficult to operate integrated digital preservation system. This paper argues that, while the threat of technological obsolescence is real in some particular cases, a much more imminent threat is poor capture and inability to achieve safe and secure storage of the original material. By applying the principle of parsimony to digital preservation, institutions can find ways forward that are incremental, manageable and affordable, and which achieve the goal of securing our digital heritage for the next generation.
Filling the digital preservation gap: Project aim

“...to investigate **Archivematica** and explore how it might be used to provide digital preservation functionality within a wider infrastructure for Research Data Management.”
Project structure

- Phase 1 – **explore**: testing, research, thinking - produce a report (3 months)
- Phase 2 – **develop**: make Archivematica better for RDM, plan implementation - report (4 months)
- Phase 3 – **implement**: set up proof of concepts at York and Hull and further investigation of file format problem (6 months)
The team

University of Hull:
• Chris Awre – Head of Information Services, Library and Learning Innovation
• Richard Green – Independent Consultant
• Simon Wilson – University Archivist

University of York:
• Julie Allinson – Manager, Digital York
• Jen Mitcham – Digital Archivist

Artefactual Systems

Funded by Jisc
(Research Data Spring)
Why would we recommend Archivematica for RDM?

• It is flexible and can be configured in different ways for different institutional needs and workflows
• It allows many of the tasks around digital preservation to be carried out in an automated fashion
• It can be used alongside other existing systems as part of a wider workflow for research data
• It is a good digital preservation solution for those with limited resources
• It is an evolving solution that is continually driven and enhanced by and for the digital preservation community
• It gives institutions greater confidence that they will be able to continue to provide access to usable copies of research data over time
The other side of the coin..

- It isn’t a magic bullet
- There is no guarantee your data will be readable in the future
- It can only be as good as current digital preservation practice
- It can be fiddly to install correctly
- The GUI isn’t that intuitive
- You need staff who understand it
How have we improved Archivematica?

1. Enabled better workflows for RDM (producing a DIP on request)
2. Allowing the DIP (access copy of data) to be more usable by different repository systems
3. Helping reduce bottlenecks for big data (through choice of checksum algorithm)
4. Workflows for unidentified files
5. Enabling easier querying of data within Archivematica by third party applications
6. Better documentation
Impact

Not all of the work we have sponsored is ‘visual’ but much of it is fundamental to the future development of Archivematica.

Our work has been enabling.

“The Jisc work has helped to modernise some of the internal infrastructure of Archivematica”

Sarah Romkey, Artefactual Systems, 8th December 2015
Archivematica as part of a Hydra preservation workflow in Hull

Where are we now?
Hull has a well established Hydra repository but we need to be able to preserve research data and other content for the long-term.

Why the need?
We have always intended that the repository should offer the option of long-term preservation but UK universities now have a mandate to preserve research data in particular.

Why Archivematica?
Archivematica is a well-respected, open-source tool which seemed to offer much of the functionality that we needed. With the University of York we received a Jisc grant to test it out.

What are we doing now?
We and York now have a Phase 2 grant (ending November 2015) which is enabling us to work with Archivematica to improve its applicability to research data.

What do we hope to do?
We hope we shall be successful in bidding for a Phase 3 grant (January - June 2016) which would enable both Hull and York to build “proof-of-concept” systems.

It looks something like this...

- Workflow deposit tool
- Proto-queue
- Metadata record
- QA-queue
- Repository

- Ingest folders
- Arrangement tool
- Archivematica
- DIP processor
- Fedora PID

- AIP
- AIP store
- Legacy content for AIP

- DIP
- Content field(s)
- UUID

- Batch ingest
- "Preservation only" content
- External systems (History Centre etc.)

- Hydra datasets

- If there is no metadata record to join up with, the DIP processor will build one from bundled metadata or from the context.

Your thoughts and questions are welcome!
c.awre@hull.ac.uk
r.green@hull.ac.uk
hydra.hull.ac.uk

Turns out that not only does Archivematica help with research data, it’s good for other types of data too!
Future plans

• In phase 3 of our project we intend to look more closely at the issue of unidentified files
• ...as well as creating our own proof of concepts of Archivematica at York and Hull
• York will also be working with Jisc as a pilot institution in their Shared Service initiative
Where to find out more

http://www.york.ac.uk/borthwick/
Do talk to me if you are interested in finding out more about this project

Useful links:

Project website: http://www.york.ac.uk/borthwick/archivematica
Digital archiving blog: http://digital-archiving.blogspot.co.uk/
Archivematica: https://www.archivematica.org/en/
Phase 1 report http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1481170
Phase 2 report https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.2073220